CNAS
Celebrating 10 Years

Developing strong, pragmatic and principled national
security and defense policies
The Center for a New American Securty (CNAS) develops bold, pragmatic, and principled
ideas to shape and elevate the national security debate during a period of great change and
consequence. The Center brings together the current and next generations of national security
professionals - Democrats and Republicans, civilian and military - to reforge a bipartisan consensus
around America’s approach to national security challenges. CNAS relies on critical general operating
support from private sector partners to advance its robust research agenda.

CNAS RESEARCH PROGRAMS
Strategy & Statecraft | Technology & National Security | Energy, Economics, & Security |
Military, Veterans, & Society | Defense Strategies & Assessments | Asia | Middle East
NEXT GENERATION NATIONAL SECURITY FELLOWS
The spring Annual Conference and the fall National Security Forum are CNAS
signature events that highlight our bipartisan nature and bring together policymakers,
practitioners, and analysts from government, the private sector, and academia for a day
of engaging discussions.
ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND NATIONAL SECURITY FORUM
The Annual Conference and the fall National Security forum, are CNAS signature events
which bring together our nation’s leading policymakers, practitioners, and analysts from
government, the private sector, and academia for a daylong, interactive discussion.
EXTENDING AMERICAN POWER FORUM
The Extending American Power Forum brings together a bipartisan group of foreign policy
and defense luminaries to forge a new vision of America’s role in the world. Participants will
generate new thinking and collaboration that will help shape the national conversation on
America’s global role.
NATIONAL SECURITY LEADERS FORUM
CNAS hosts the National Security Leaders Forum, a bipartisan event series in which
distinguished leaders from the public and private sectors debate and develop new strategies
to address the critical national security and foreign policy challenges facing the United
States and the world. Past participants include Hillary Clinton, Robert Gates, Leon Panetta,
John McCain, Condoleezza Rice, and General James Mattis.

For more information: David Romley | 703.994.5987 | dromley@cnas.org
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CNAS Corporate Partnership Program
As a CNAS corporate partner, you will have access to our expert network,
shape strategic policy conversations, and affiliate with our nation’s leading
defense and security policy institute.

Bold.

Innovative.

Bipartisan.

($100,000)

($50,000)

($25,000)

Access 200 special events with thought leaders, policy makers & business executives
Participate in select CNAS program research groups
Attend private, policy breakfast series
Receive advance copies of CNAS reports & policy briefs
Nominate Next Generation National Security Fellows
Receive sponsorship recognition, VIP invitations and attendance at both the spring CNAS
Annual Conference and the fall National Security Forum
Receive CNAS Country Insights and Analysis paper series (trip reports)
Private rountable, working group (topic of discussion to be mutually agreed upon based on
CNAS’ research agenda) (maximum 1)
Receive briefings by CNAS experts during company conference calls (maximum 2)
Private rountable, working group (topic of discussion to be mutually agreed upon based on
CNAS’ research agenda) (maximum 2)
Receive briefings by CNAS experts during company conference calls (maximum 4)
Receive briefings by CNAS experts at company conferences and retreats (maximum 2)
Co-host, co-brand & participate in a public National Security Leadership Forum conference
Attend CNAS’s quarterly Extending American Power Forum
Attend private, policy dinner series with CNAS CEO & President
Receive executive-level, private briefing by CNAS CEO
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